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INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION

Flevoland = triathlon

I’m proud to welcome you to the Challenge 2014 in Almere. 
Flevoland and triathlon are without doubt connected. 
Almere is the oldest triathlon of the Netherlands. But also 
the constant battle against the elements which let you face 
new challenges, the stamina and the intensive physical labor 
are very much recognizable in the history in the youngest 
province of the Netherlands; reclaimed from the sea by hu-
man hands and constructed further.

The province of Flevoland helps stimulate triathlon in whole 
Flevoland. Together with the cities we work on top sport, 
events, talent development and sport stimulation in the 
sport of triathlon. An example is the realization of the Regi-
onal Training Center triathlon in Almere. We also contribute 
to the realization of this Challenge. But also in other parts 
of Flevoland there is movement noticeable. In all cities in 
Flevoland is triathlon activated! So, if you are looking for 
races to prepare in 2015, Flevoland offers sufficient oppor-
tunities! I’d like to wish participants, teams and supporters 
a very successful Challenge and I’d love to see you return to 
Flevoland!

Jaap Lodders
Executive Counsilor of the Province of Flevoland 

Dear athlete!

Please let us welcome you in the city of Almere, below 
sea-level, and hosting the 2014 ETU European Champi-
onship Long Distance Triathlon. We are the proud organizer 
of the second oldest Triathlon in the World, organizing LD 
triathlons since 1983! 

Being a part of the Challenge family means a.o. that you 
are between friends! Friends who motivate you, assist and 
support you in your race against nature and time! To create 
for you the best possible race conditions, all volunteers aim 
to provide you with the best support possible, before, during 
and after the race.  

Almere is well known about its modern architecture and we 
hope you will have time to also enjoy your spare time here! 
For now, we wish you all the best in the final preparations. 
We are Triathlon!

On behalf of all the 500 volunteers, 
sponsors, the City of Almere 
and the Provence Flevoland, 

Patrick Seinstra
Chairman of the board



SUMMARY ENTERING

The Athlete Guidebook which you have in front of you is 
very important in the preparation to your race.

The most important parts are:
• The program on page 5
• Registration process on page 9. Please do NOT forget  
 your legal identification when participate in the 
 European Championship and/or Dutch Championship  
 Long Distance.
• Cut-off times on page 13
• The rules and regulations on page 14
• Timing chip attachment on page 14

Next to this Guidebook it is strongly advised to be present 
during the Race Briefing on Friday, September 12th. In this 
race briefing the latest information on the course, rules and 
regulations is provided.

The first step in competing is the actual entry on our site 
http://www.challenge-almere.com/enter. 
You enter your personal data and select the race in which 
you wish to participate. Afterwards, the payment needs to 
be completed in order to finalize your entry. 
That’s it! You’ve set your first step in completing the race: 
you entered! 



TRAINING ACCOMODATION

The largest part of your preparation will be in training. There 
are several good triathlon coaches and clubs out there. We 
would like to recommend the schedules from Mark Allen 
Online (www.markallenonline.com), this former multiple 
Long Distance race winner has a longstanding experience 
on these races and will provide you with personal advice on 
your training schedule.

We have a special offer for you on our website: 
http://www.challenge-almere.com/mark-allen-online/

One of the important factors of the Challenge Almere-
Amsterdam is the open water swim, make sure you have 
practiced using a neoprene suit and preferably a start in 
another race with an open water swim.

There are several solutions for overnight stays leading up 
to and after the Challenge Almere-Amsterdam race. Our 
accommodation office can help you look for the best option. 
These include, but are not limited to:
• Hotel stays at Apollo Hotel
• Hotel van der Valk Almere
• Bungalow stay at Center Parcs de Eemhof
• Lodges at Lodgerie het Groene Geheim
• Camping at the Waterhout campsite
• Homestay at inhabitants of the city Almere

Are you interested in any accommodation? Please contact 
us at: accommodation@challenge-almere.com or visit  
www.challenge-travel.com



PROGRAM PROGRAM SIDE EVENTS

Friday, September 12th 
12:00 Briefing Half Distance and    Theatre
 ETU 2014 Challenge Long Distance Age-Group  
12:30  Registration open    Theatre 
12:30 Pre-Race massage possibility  Theatre
14:00 Transition Area open    Esplanade
17:00 Carbo Loading Party    Theatre
20:00 Registration closed    Theatre
20:00 Backup Briefing    Theatre
22:00 Transition Area closed   Esplanade

Saturday, September 13th 
06:00 Last possibility registration and 
 check in Half Distance   Theatre
06:00 Transition Area open    Theatre
07:00 Start ETU 2104 Challenge Long Distance
 Elite athlete serie    Pontoon
07:10 Start ETU 2014 Challenge Long Distance  
 Age-Group serie    Pontoon
07:15 Start Tri Together and Long Distance Para-Triathlon
07:30 All participants: leave Transition Area
 Bag Basement Closed
08:10 Start Half Distance    Pontoon
08:15 Start Business4Tri and Half Distance Para-Triathlon
15:10 Last finish Half Distance   Esplanade
22:30 Last finish Long Distance   Esplanade

Sunday, September, 14th
15:00 Prize-Giving Ceremony   Esplanade

From Tuesday 9th to Friday, September 12th 
11:00-15:00 City Archives Almere: History Triathlon Almere

Thursday, September 11th 
19:00 Swim course test    Pontoon

Friday, September 12th 
9:00 Start Senior Challenge & No-Limit Challenge 
11:00 Start Junior Challenge   Pontoon
13:00 Last finish Junior Challenge   Esplanade
13:30 Finish Senior Challenge   Esplanade
17:30 Interviews Elite during Carbo Loading Party

Saturday, September 13th 
21:00 Fleet of gondolas passing-by   Esplanade
21:00 Performance of Floortje Smit  Esplanade

Sunday, September 14th
10:00 Start Schuiteman 2eDivisie Relay   Weerwater
10:05 Start Business & Family Relay   Weerwater
12:15 Last finish Business, Family- & 2eDivisie Relay
12:30 Prize-Giving Ceremony Business,
 Family- & 2eDivisie Relay   Esplanade
13:00 Start Final Lotto Eredivisie Triathlon 
 Team-Relay Men series   Weerwater
13:05 Start Final Lotto Eredivisie Triathlon
 Team-Relay Women series   Weerwater
14:45 Last finish Team-Relay   Esplanade
15:00 Prize-Giving Ceremony   Esplanade



EVENEMENT LOCATION: ESPLANADE & FORUM



GETTING TO ALMERE DRIVING & PARKING

Location
The central event location is located on the Esplanade in 
Almere. 

By airplane
Almere is located just 25 minutes from Amsterdam. The 
closest airport is The Netherlands’ major airport, Schiphol. 
Schiphol is an international airport with connecting flights 
to many destinations.

By train
Regular public transport by train will bring you from the 
airport or any other train station in The Netherlands to the 
central event location in no-time at frequent times a day. The 
closest train station to the central event location is “Almere 
Centrum”.

By bus
The central event location can also be reached by bus, the 
closest bus stop for the Esplanade is “Passage”, just two 
stops from the train station “Almere Centrum”.

By car
By car, the central event location can be reached by taking 
the A6 towards Almere. Get of the highway at exit 5 and 
take a left onto the “Veluwedreef”, continue straight past 
5 traffic lights, and take a left at the traffic light onto the 
“Cinemadreef”. At the second traffic lights take a left again. 
You have now reached the city centre. Using a navigation 
system navigating to the “Esplanade” is the best option. 
It is advised to follow local parking instructions in the last 
500metres.

Parking
Please note that the city of 
Almere has toll parking lots 
counting up to 11 euros for a 
day pass. The closest parking 
garage to the Esplanade is the 
“Hospitaalgarage”. 

For participants, at 
registration on Friday a 
limited number of parking 
tickets with discounted prizes 
are offered. Ask for this at the 
‘Information’ desk.



REGISTRATION PROCESS RACE GEAR CONTENTS

Don’t forget to bring your personal identification and triathlon 
union license card for validation purposes. If applicable, please 
bring your own MyLaps/ChampionChip timing chip with which 
you entered the race.
You must store your bike in the ‘Temporary Bike Storage’ as 
there are no bikes allowed inside the Theatre.

The registration process takes place in a couple of steps. These 
numbers match the route displayed on the map on the next 
page:
1) The queue splits in 2 part: The Half Distance   
 immediately goes down the steps to the first desk, the  
 Long Distance goes down the steps at the far end to go  
 to the first desk.
2a/b) Make sure to identify your starting number, this can be 
 done in advance by checking the starting list on our 
 website. Upon entry in the Theatre your starting   
 number will be written on your right hand and you will  
 be handed the athlete wrist band.
3a/b) Then you go to the desk marked “Race gear pick-  
 up” to pick-up your race gear. Your entry information 
 will be checked and you’ll receive the necessities for
 racing in an envelope. You will also be provided three  
 bags required for transition and after the race.
4) The final station provides you the ability to buy   
 additional entrance tickets to the Carbo Loading Party  
 later that day.
 Parking tickets for the parking lots are available here,  
 also additional information can be received here. In  
 case of an issue with your registration you will be   
 serviced at this desk

During the Registration Process you will receive all your 
race gear needed during the race weekend. It consists of the 
following pieces:

a. Race number, to be worn on your back during cycling  
 and on your front during running.
b. Tattoo, stickers with your race number which need to  
 be placed on your upper arms.
c. Sadle stem flag, to be placed under the sadle of your  
 bike.
d. Helmet race number sticker, to stick to the right side on  
 your helmet.
e. Swimming cap, to be worn during the swimming   
 course
f. Three TA bags, to be used as follows:
 i. Red   = Containing bike outfit
 ii. Blue   = Containing run outfit
 iii. Green  = Containing After race outfit
g. Participants access bracelet, to be worn around the  
 wrist.
h. Lap count wrist bands, to count the number of run  
 course laps six (for the Long Distance) or three (for the  
 Half Distance) wrist bands are provided.
i. Timing Chip, when bought from the organisation this  
 will be provided. Otherwise you use your own chip.
j. CarboLoadingParty ticket

Please check to make sure all these pieces are present. In case 
of deviations, report to the Information Desk.



SCHOUWBURG ALMERE: REGISTRATION DESKS

Refer to the previous page, under the header “Registration Process” for a description on the various numbered desks.



TRANSITION BAGS BIKE CHECK-IN

TA bags
At the registration you will have received three differently 
coloured TA bags. These should be used according to this:

Red bag: Contains all your bike gear that can not be   
  fixed on your bike. In the TA no loose gear is  
  allowed. This bag is stored in a rack indicated  
  by your race number in the Bag Basement, this  
  bag is hung on the lowest part of the rack. 
  After the swim, this bag will contain all your  
  swimming gear and it will be placed on the  
  same location.
Blue bag: Contains all your running gear. It is not allowed  
  to have this near your bike. This bag is stored  
  in a rack indicated by your race number in the
   Bag Basement, this bag is hung on the upper  
  part of the rack. After the bike, you put all your  
  bike gear in this bag and you place the bag back
   at the same location.
Green bag: This bag contains your clean dry clothes and  
  materials available to you after the finish.   
  This bag can be handed over just before the  
  start in the Bag Basement.

Even with taken precautions the entrance to the Bag 
Basement can be slippery, so pay attention.

After the race will the green bags be available to you in the 
Athlete Paradise in the Theatre, the red and blue bags can be 
retrieved from the Bag Basement where you’ve initially stored 
them.

The bike check-in for the Transition Area on Friday is located on 
the Esplanade, at the side of the Theatre and finish line.
The bike check-in for the Half Distance on Saturday morning is 
located near the bike path running along side the ‘upper part’ 
of the Transition Area.

At the bike check-in, your bike is checked for safety and 
adherence to the regulations as set out by the Dutch Triathlon 
Union, which follows the general ITU regulations.
Before checking-in your bike, make sure you have checked the 
following steps:

1) Your bike is technically in order, e.g: your brakes are  
 working and there are no open ends on your handle  
 bars

2) The sadle stem flag is placed under your sadle

3) On your head you have fastened your helmet   
 containing a sticker with your race number on the right  
 side of the helmet

4)  You are carrying your own race number, around your  
 waist or in your hand

5)  There is no loose gear allowed in the Transition Area,  
 make sure everything is placed in the designated red or  
 blue bag.



TRANSITION AREA - SWIM TO BIKE

half distance

full distance

swim to bike



TRANSITION AREA - BIKE TO RUN

half distance

full distance

bike to run



BRIEFING | CUT-OFF TIMES CARBO LOADING PARTY | TENUE

Briefing
2014 ETU Challenge Almere-Amsterdam offers two briefing 
moments in the ‘Grote Zaal’ of Theatre Almere:

The first is a large, extended briefing with welcoming 
ceremony.

The second is a back-up opportunity for participants which 
are not able to attend the first briefing. It is strongly advised 
to be present at the first meeting as this also explains the 
registration process on Friday.

The briefing contains all latest information on the weather 
conditions, courses and regulations. It is advised to be present 
during the briefing to receive all this information.

The briefing is bilingual: Alternating Dutch and English.

Cut-off times
For the swim the cut-off time is 9:30hrs, all participants must 
be out of the water by then.

For the bike the cut-off time for the Half Distance and 
Business4Tri is 13:00hrs.
 The finish cut-off for the Half Distance and Business4Tri is 
15:10hrs (7 hours race time)

The bike cut-off for the Long Distance and TriTogether is 
17:30hrs. 
The finish cut-off for the Long Distance and TriTogether is 
22:30 (15:20 hours race time).

Carbo Loading Party
The Carbo Loading Party takes place inside the Theatre Almere, 
the same location where also the registration and briefing is 
held. 

Participants are treated on all sorts of food to prepare them 
best for the Challenge of the next day.
Entrance is only allowed with the CarboLoadingParty ticket as 
handed out during registration. Do not lose this ticket.

During the Carbo Loading Party live music will be played and 
several Elite athletes are interviewed.

Uniform rules
Elite participants are obliged to race in the national uniform of 
their national federation. The uniform needs to be printed with 
the country code and the last name of the athlete. The zipper 
needs to be on the back of the uniform.

The uniform rules for the Age Group athletes can be found on 
our website.

A uniform can be a two-piece suit as long as these two pieces 
overlap.



RULES & REGULATIONS TIMING

The Challenge Almere-Amsterdam conforms to the rules and 
regulations as formulated by the Dutch Triathlon Union (N.T.B.) 
and the International Triathlon Union (I.T.U.).
Participants of the event are insured by the generic accident 
insurance of the N.T.B. on the day the participant takes 
part in races. Insurance claims have to be submitted to the 
organization of the Challenge Almere-Amsterdam within one 
week after the concerned race(s).
For a smooth and sporty course of the event, we feel 
compelled to draw your attention to some important rules 
once more:

•  Participation in the event is at the participant’s own  
 risk!
•  The participant grants indemnity to the organization  
 against all liability and claims possibly resulting from  
 participation in the event.
•  The officials have the right to disqualify participants for  
 reasons of misbehaviour during or in advance of the  
 triathlon.
•  Further, the race directors have the right to withdraw  
 participants from the contests for the latters’ personal  
 protection, e.g., for medical reasons.
•  You shall adhere to the directions, instructions   
 and rules of the volunteers and the officials (who can  
 be recognized by clothing marked ‘N.T.B.’ and/or I.T.U.)  
 under penalty of disqualification. 
 These include, but are not limited to:
 - No drafting allowed on the bike course
 - Throw trash in the designated trash zones

The progress of your race is registered by a MyLaps / 
ChampionChip transponder, attached to a soft rubber band 
with velcro. This transponder needs to be placed on your left 
ankle during all three parts of the race. As the chip is linked 
to your race number please make sure the number the 
organisation has matches the number on the chip.
Otherwise your times can not be registered correctly during 
the race.

A (green) chip received from the organisation does not need 
to be returned, you own this after the race. It can be used at 
other events in The Netherlands.

LIVE timing is available on the website: 
http://live.challenge-almere.com

Attachment of the velco band 
and timing chip on the left 
ankle



SWIM START PROCEDURE SWIM COURSE

Before the swim start there is no possibility for a warming-
up swim. Preparing for the swim course is only possible at 
the Test Swim organised on the Thursday before the race. The 
mowing boat of the organisation is still in the water on the 
other days creating potentially dangerous situations.

1. All participants of the Long Distance are requested to  
 enter the start chute via the Transition Area.
2. Before entering the water all athletes must pass a  
 MyLaps registration mat to record their presence.
3. All Elite athletes are called to enter the water first  
 one-by-one in order of their race number.
4. In the wave after the Elite, all Age Group athletes may  
 enter the water.
5. All athletes are requested to hold position behind a  
 starting line formed by body boards.
6. As soon as the start is signalled by a blast from a  
 cannon the body boards turn away and clear the start  
 area.
7. The start takes place in the direction of the Theatre,  
 starting the counter-clockwise lap.
8. Participants on the Half Distance are requested to
 enter the start chute from the public crossing in   
 front of the Theatre. They will walk on the outsides of  
 the Transition Area.
9. Before the start of the Half Distance participants on
  the Long Distance will be exiting the water.   
 Participants on the Half Distance are requested to  
 keep this into account.

1km

2   km

3   km

4   km

5   km

6   km

7   km

One lap is 1.9 kilometres. 
The start takes place 
next to the pontoon 
which is attached to 
the Esplanade. The Long 
Distance takes 2 laps, the 
turning point is located 
in front of the pontoon.



BIKE COURSE

The bike course is a 90 
kilometre long lap in 
a clockwise direction, 
which is to be taken 
twice for the 2014 ETU 
Challenge Long Distance 
(180km) and once for the 
Half Distance (92,5km).
A detailed map and GPX 
files for your GPS device 
can be found on our 
website:
http://www.
challenge-almere.
com/courses

Please note that the 
official course will take 
you on (some) roads 
where it generally 
isn’t allowed to ride a 
bike. Only on race day 
biking on these roads is 
permitted.
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RUN COURSE

1km

2   km

3   km

4   km

5   km

6   km

7   km

The run course is a 7 kilometre long lap around 
the Weerwater in Almere. The lap is taken in 
a counter-clockwise direction and takes you 
through the modern city centre and the calming 
nature of the forest surrounding the lake.

The lap is run six times by participants of the 
Challenge Long Distance and three times by the 
participants of the Half Distance.

Counting the laps is the athletes’ own 
responsibility. The organisation does offer lap 
count wrist bands. These can be put on at the 
start of the run course. At the end of every 
lap one of these wrist bands can be removed, 
the location for this is on the Esplanade, just 
after passing the start pontoon. This location is 
indicated there. After removing the final wrist 
band the athlete may pass the finishline.
PLEASE NOTE: This aide is not mandatory.

90% of the course is on asphalt, 10% is on gravel 
in the park.



AID STATIONS

Every bike lap has four aid stations. The  locations of the 
stations are displayed on the previous bike course map are 
and roughly located 22.5 kilometres apart.
Nutrition is served in the following order:
1) Half bananas
2) Gels – High5 EnergyGel
3) Sport drink – High5 EnergyDrink – drink bottle – 750ml
4) Water – drink bottle – 750ml

The coach station for the cycling course is located on 
the Paralleldreef, which can be reached by boat from the 
Esplanade. The coach station can be reached by bus (bus 
lines 1 and 3 to ‘t Oor) or by foot by following the run course. 
The coach station is clearly indicated with signs. Only within 
this area are coaches allowed to hand participants their own 
food and drinks.

Penalty Box
A penalty box where the time penalties are handled is 
located on the run course, about 250metres after transition 
to the run course, just before the turning point in the city 
centre.

Trash Zone
Please note that only in the 200 metres before and after an 
aid station it is allowed to throw away your trash. 
Do not waste the rest of the course with your garbage. In 
case you are spotted throwing away your materials like cups, 
sponges, drink bottles or empty gels you risk a penalty.
This is in force for both the bike as well as the running course.

On the running course are four aid stations, approximately 
1,5 kilometres apart from each other. 
Nutrition is served in the following order:
1) Gels – High5 EnergyGel
2) Food – raisin bread, bananas, oranges
3) Sport drink – High5 EnergyDrink – High5 cup
4) Cola – blue plastic cup
5) Water – blue plastic cup
6) Sponges

The first coach station for the running course is located on 
the Koetsierbaan. The second coach station on the running 
course is located on the Lesplaats, which can be reached by 
boat from the Esplanade. The coach station can be reached 
by bus (bus lines 1 and 3 to ‘t Oor) or by foot by following 
the run course.
The coach station is clearly indicated with signs. Only within 
this area are coaches allowed to hand participants their own 
food and drinks. 

Every aid station is equiped with a toilet, both on the bike as 
on the run course.

AID STATIONS



FINISH LINE SUPPORT BIKE CHECK-OUT | MEDICAL

After the finish our volunteers are ready to assist you when 
necessary.

First, you’ll receive your medal and finisher shirt. If you 
require immediate medical assistance our volunteers 
will help you get to the medical centre located inside the 
theatre Almere. Also in the theatre there are all sorts of 
refreshments available to the athletes.

The green transition bag as prepared before the race is 
available here. Please make sure you have attached the 
sticker with your number on the bag otherwise it will be 
very hard to retrieve your bag. These can be picked-up for 
athletes on the Half Distance until 17.00hrs, after this time, 
the ‘Athletes Paradise’ is only opened for athletes on the 
Long Distance.
Located close to the ‘Athlete Paradise’ showers and  
massage are available.

When exiting the Theatre you can quickly be reunited with 
your friends and relatives.

Bike Check-Out
The bike check-out is at the bike path next to the Esplanade. 
After the race all athletes are requested to retrieve their 
bikes from the Transition Area. The TA is only accessible by 
athletes wearing a participant bracelet. Check-out of the 
bike is only possible when the athlete is also bringing its 
race number along.

Upon check-out athletes are requested to pick up their bike, 
helmet and red and blue transition bags.
Check-out is possible right after your finish.

Dropouts
In case you have failed to complete the race for any 
reason, please make this aware ASAP to someone from the 
organisation or an official.

Medical Care
Medi-Mere provides medical care for the participants. On 
the backside of the race number is a possibility to write 
down your medical data. For your own safety, please use 
this possibility. In case you require medical support on the 
course, please report to a volunteer on or 
next to the course.



AWARD CEREMONY AWARD CEREMONY | SERVICE

On the race day just the Top 3 of Elite male and female 
athletes will have an award-giving ceremony inside the 
stadium. This award ceremony will be held as soon as the 
fastest three men and after the fastest three women have 
finished.

The big award-giving ceremony takes place on Sunday, 
September 14th, the day after the race, in the stadium. The 
prize winners in the Age Groups including the winners of the 
European and Dutch Championships on the Challenge Long 
Distance are celebrated in this ceremony. 
Please be available to receive your prize during this 
ceremony.

The prize money schedule for the Elite is the following:
1st place:  8.000 EUR
2nd place:  5.000 EUR
3rd place:  3.500 EUR
4th place:  2.500 EUR 
5th place:  2.000 EUR
6th place:  1.500 EUR 
7th place:  1.000 EUR 
8th place:  700 EUR 
9th place:  500 EUR 
10th place:  300 EUR

The overall awards for the European and Dutch 
Championships are won by Elite athletes. Elite can not win 
Age Group prizes and the other way around: Age Group 
athletes can not win prize money.

Age-Group categories
In the Age Groups awards can be won in the following age 
categories in the Long and Half Distance:
 < 23, 24-39, 40 and further per 5 year category.
The top 3 also wins a week of training in Almeria (Spain).

For the EC on the Long Distance awards are rewarded in the 
following age categories:
 18+, 20, 25, 30 and further per 5 year category.

For the Dutch Championships on the Long Distance awards 
are rewarded in the following age categories:
 40, 45, 50 and further per 5 year category.

Fastest local athletes
The fastest local male and female athletes from Almere on 
the Long Distance receive the annual Ruud Graman award 
and respectively the Joop Visscher-award.

Finish photos
Photos during the Challenge Almere-Amsterdam are made 
by Marathon Photos, these will be made available to you by 
e-mail in the days after the race.

Final results
The results of the race are available on our site: 
http://www.challenge-almere.com



VOOR SUPPORTERS

Supporters love to follow you during your race. The 
organisation of the 2014 ETU Challenge Almere-Amsterdam 
offers the following possibilities:

App
Challenge Almere-Amsterdam has its own App. Look for 
it in the Apple or Google Play Store and stay updated on 
everything which happens in the weekend.

LIVE results
LIVE intermediate times can be found on our website:
http://live.challenge-almere.com

Hotspots
There are three locations on the bike course where athletes 
can best be ‘spotted’:
1) Havenkom Almere-Haven, at 6 and 92km – Can   
 be reached by bus 1 or 3 to Centrum Almere-Haven or
  by car (GPS: ‘Havenkom’ and follow instructions of 
 the traffic controllers when arriving)
2) Start of the Knardijk, at 40 and 130km – Can be
 reached by car (GPS: junction Knardijk/
 Oostvaardersdijk)
3) Turning point Paralleldreef (also coach station), at  
 96km – Can be reached by bus 1 or 3 to ‘t Oor, by car  
 (GPS: ‘Lesplaats’), by foot by walking approximately  
 2km on the running course or by taking a ferry: there  
 is a connection every 45 minutes starting from 9:30  
 from the Esplanade.



RELAY PARTICIPANTS PARA-TRIATHLON

If you are competing in the TriTogether relay or the 
Business4Tri the information in this guidebook is also 
applicable for you and your team. Everywhere where it reads 
Long Distance also TriTogether is applicable and the text 
Half Distance can be replaced for Business4Tri. The exception 
to this is the program, the starting times of these series is 
mentioned separately.

There is just one addition and this concerns the Relay Zone. 
In this zone the turn is passed from the swimmer to the 
biker, from the biker to the (first, in case of the Business4Tri) 
runner.
For the relay the timing chip needs to be passed to the next 
participant.
The Relay Zone is located inside the Transition Area and is 
located near the entrance after swim/exit after bike next to 
the running course.

For the Business4Tri there is another important transition: 
from the first to the second runner. Since this transition 
needs to take place midway the running course of 3 laps 
this means this transition will not be at the central event 
location, but at the second coach station on the course.
The second coach station on the running course is located 
on the Lesplaats, which can be reached by boat from the 
Esplanade. The coach station can be reached by bus (bus 
lines 1 and 3 to ‘t Oor) or by foot by following the run course.
The coach station is clearly indicated with signs.

On both the Long Distance as the Half Distance there will 
be Para-Triathletes participating. In some cases these are 
guided by a clearly marked “Guide”.
The transition location for the Para-Triathlon is located 
between the entrance and exit of the Bag Basement in the 
Transition Area.

half distance

full distance

para

relay zone



EXPO CLOSURE

The full board and 500 volunteers of the 2014 ETU 
Challenge Almere-Amsterdam would like to wish all the 
athletes a fantastic race with many (personal) records.

See you at the finishline!

High5
Official nutrition partner of the 2014 ETU 
Challenge Almere-Amsterdam. Prepare 
yourself for the race with EnergyGels and 
sport drinks.

Cervélo
Official bike course partner of the 2014 
ETU Challenge Almere-Amsterdam. 
Drop by with your Cervélo bike for free 
maintenance and tips.

C4 – Challenge Merchandise
Official merchandise dealer: clothing, 
socks, bags and many more. Both casual 
and sportswear.

Erdinger
Not on the Expo, but they are located 
right behind the finishline to present you a 
wonderful Erdinger Alkoholfrei!

Termeulen Roses
Dutch flowers grown just next to the 
bike course. A great reward for a day of 
exercise.

A couple of our partners are also presenting themselves on the 
Expo, these are amongst others:
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